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Issues of Human Rights

Revision and exam practice:

What do Christians and Muslims believe 
about the death penalty?
What are Christian and Muslim teachings 
about forgiveness?
What are the origins of evil?

Why do Chris tians and Muslims
bel ieve in the dignity of human life?

How do Christians and Muslims
promote human rights? What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of censorship? What do Christians and Muslims 
teach about prejudice and discrimination?
What do Christians and Muslims believe about
wealth and how i t should be used?

Year

11

Analysing progress

What makes an act wrong?
What is relative morality and absolute morality?
What are the causes of crime?
What are the aims of punishment?

Analysing 
progress

Analysing progress

Reading Observing Speaking and Listening Writing

Remember your sources of wisdom and 
authority:

Bible, Qu'ran, the Pope, examples of saints, The 

Didache, The Synaxarion, The Hadith – refer to 
these when answering c and d questions in the 

relevant papers.

Component 1 - 50% - 2 hr written paper

Component 2 (Christianity) - 25% - 1 hr written paper

Component 3 (Islam) - 25% - 1 hr written paper

First Examination: May

Do the most loving thing in any given situation – Joseph Fletcher
To love is wise, and to hate is foolishness –Bertrand Russell

Do that which brings the greatest happiness for the greatest number. - Jeremy Bentham



Issues of Good and Evil: Types of Morality, Aims of 

Punishment, Religious Attitudes to Punishment and Justice 

Key concepts:

How do people make moral decisions?

People use their free will informed by: use of conscience, past experiences, the law,

religious leaders or community elders, religious teachings such as sacred texts.

Other people may consult ethical frameworks such as Situation Ethics or

Utilitarianism.

Types of Morality:

Absolute morality - A person has a moral principle and never alters it.

Relative morality - A person holds a moral principle but is willing to adapt or adjust it

in certain situations.

Crime versus sin:

Many sins are not considered crimes in modern society.

Causes of Crime:

Media, peer pressure, unemployment, poor mental health, addiction, poverty, poor

parenting, poor education.

Aims of Punishment:

Protection - protects people from becoming victims of crime.

Retribution - revenge, getting even

Deterrence - put people off committing crime

Reformation - helps offenders understand why they committed an offence and fix

these problems

Vindication - effective punishment means the government proves that laws should

be followed

Reparation - repairing damage done through crime

Christian attitudes - Punishment and Justice

Forgiveness is key and therefore Christians do not support ret ribution. Follow the

example of Jesus who taught compassion and not revenge. Believe it’s important to

address the causes of crime. Punishment should enable people to reform.

Muslim attitudes - Punishment and Justice

Forgiveness is important but so is protecting the Ummah. Shari’ah law outlines rules

to live by and punishments. Shari’ah law punishments are designed to deter and

protect. Punishment cannot remove sin as only God can forgive.

Sources of Wisdom and Authority:
Qur'an 16:90 Indeed, Allah orders justice and good conduct and giving

[help] to relatives and forbids immorality and bad conduct and oppression.

He admonishes you that perhaps you w ill be reminded.
Exodus 20:13 13 You shall not murder.

Matthew 5:38-39 Eye for Eye 38 You have heard that it was said, ‘Eye for

eye, and tooth for tooth.’ 39 But I tell you, do not resist an evil person. If

anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them the other cheek also.

Matthew 5:43-47 Love for Enemies 43 You have heard that it was said,
‘Love your neighbour and hate your enemy.’ 44 But I tell you, love your

enemies and pray for those who persecute you, 45 that you may be

children of your Father in heaven. He causes his sun to rise on the evil and

the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous. If you love

those who love you, what reward will you get? Are not even the tax
collectors doing that? 47 And if you greet only your own people, what are

you doing more than others? Do not even pagans do that?

Keywords:                                                                                      

Example questions:
a) Define sin. (2)
b) Describe the aims of punishment. (5)
c) From two religions, or two religious traditions, explain 

attitudes towards punishment. (8)
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Issues of Good and Evil: Prison Reform & Death Penalty Key concepts:

Prison Reformers:

Prison reformers lobby or pressurise for change. John Howard - Calvinist, late

eighteenth century, found prisons to be dirty & diseased. He called for running

water, access to doctors & more prison officers. Elizabeth Fry nineteenth century,

Quaker, advocated education in prisons, teaching female prisoners to read and

write.

Prison Chaplains:

Traditionally a minister - priest, rabbi, Imam, pastor. Provide counselling, supporting

with spiritual needs, help them to celebrate festivals, hold services, pray with them &

bereavement support. Help prisoners re-enter the community alongside parole

officers and other volunteers.

Christian Attitudes to the Death Penalty:

Vary due to different interpretations of the Bible. Liberal Christians - death penalty

goes against the sanctity of life, God commanded ‘Thou shalt not kill,’ Jesus was

compassionate and forgiving. Jesus taught to turn the other cheek & love your

enemies. Reform is favoured. Quakers - campaigned against the death penalty. All

human life is a reflection of God. Conservative Christians - follows OT teaching of

an ‘eye for an eye,’ the OT specifies capital offence & therefore the death penalty

was created by God. Death penalty upholds ‘thou shalt not kill’ as it shows the

seriousness of the crime of murder. Catholics - divided. Catholic church has

allowed but not encouraged the death penalty. Death penalty allowed if the identity

of the criminal is confirmed and execution is necessary for protection.However,non-

lethal means more in keeping with the ‘dignity of the human person.’

Muslim Attitudes to the Death Penalty:

Death penalty for most severe crimes. Punishment should be by God and on earth.

Forgiveness is preferred but protecting the ummah is important. The Qur’an says

‘nor take life-which God has made sacred, except for a just cause.’ Most Muslims

argue that a just cause is murder and openly attacking Islam. There is a small

number of Muslims who disagree with the death penalty and argue that Shari’ah law

is often used by repressive governments to attack women and the poor.

Sources of Wisdom and Authority:

Exodus 20:13 13 You shall not murder.

Matthew 5:38-39 Eye for Eye 38 You have heard that it was

said, ‘Eye for eye, and tooth for tooth.’ 39 But I tell you, do

not resist an evil person. If anyone slaps you on the right

cheek, turn to them the other cheek also.

Qur’an 17:33 ‘Nor take life-which God has made sacred,

except for a just cause.’

Example questions:

b) Describe the work of prison chaplains. (5)

c) From two religions, or two religious traditions, explain 

attitudes towards the death penalty. (8)

d) ‘ The death penalty can never be justified.’ (15) Discuss.

Arguments in favour of the death 
penalty

Arguments against the death penalty

• Deter. Stop re-offence, 
protects society against 
them.

• To tackle an increase in 
crime

• Retribution – deserve it
• Preserves Justice
• Some people cannot be 

reformed
• It helps the victim’s family 

find closure

• Death penalty is revenge
• Decriminalises an immoral crime
• Life is valuable
• Can achieve retribution/ deter in 

prison
• Does not put murders off. 

Statistically countries with the DP 
do not have fewer serious crimes

• Two wrongs do not make a right.
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Issues of Good and Evil: Forgiveness & Good  Key concepts:

Christian attitudes to forgiveness:

The Bible instructs Christians to forgive, forgiveness is emphasised in the Lord’s

prayer - ‘forgive their sins as they forgive those who have sinned against them.’On

the cross Jesus said ‘Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do.’ Jesus

forgave others - Zacchaeus, the tax collector, and he forgave the adulterous woman.

Bible stories: Parable of the prodigal son. Parable of the unmerciful servant.

For Catholics forgiveness is supported through confession and prayer. Forgiveness

is granted through the priest’s pardon after confession. Evangelical Christians, in

contrast, believe forgiveness is granted by God.

Muslim attitudes to forgiveness:

Those who forgive others will be rewarded by God. Within Islam there is God’s

forgiveness and human forgiveness. Humans require both types of forgiveness.

According to the Qur’an there is no limit to God’s forgiveness. Forgiveness is asked

for directly from God. Muslims follow the example of the Prophet Muhammad who

helped the old woman who became sick despite the fact that she repeatedly

brushed dirt in his direction.

Christian attitudes to good:

God made the earth and it was good.Humanity’s battle with good and evil is told in

the story of Adam and Eve. The fall explains how free will can be used to stray from

what is good.The 10 commandments & Jesus’ example show individuals how to

lead a good life.

Muslim attitudes to good:

Everyone is born with a natural instinct to do understand right & wrong (fitrah.) Free

will means people sometimes are tempted by Shaytan. Having the right belief leads

to doing good. The Qur’an and Prophet Muhammad outline the qualities required for

good. God will judge people according to their faith and good deeds.

Sources of Wisdom and Authority:
Matthew 18:21-22 The Parable of the Unmerciful Servant 21 Then Peter

came to Jesus and asked, “Lord, how many times shall I forgive my brother

or sister who sins against me? Up to seven times?” 22 Jesus answered, “I
tell you, not seven times, but seventy times seven times.

Matthew 6:14-15 14 For if you forgive other people when they sin against

you, your heavenly Father w ill also forgive you. 15 But if you do not forgive

others their sins, your Father w ill not forgive your sins.

Qur’an 42:30 And whatever strikes you of disaster – it is for what your
hands have earned; but he pardons much.

Qur'an 64:14 (O you w ho have believed, indeed, among your spouses and

your children are enemies to you, so beware of them. But…) if you pardon

and overlookand forgive - then indeed, Allah is Forgiving and Merciful.

Example questions:

d) ‘It is impossible to forgive.’ Discuss (15)

c) From two religions, or two religious traditions, explain 
beliefs about forgiveness. (8)

b) Describe religious beliefs about what is good. (5)

Keywords:                                                                                      
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Issues of Good and Evil: Evil  Key concepts:

Christian attitudes to Evil:

St Augustine looked to the Bible to help him explain how an all loving, all powerful God can 

co- exist with evil. God created the world perfectly good. Therefore, evil is not a part of God’s 

creation and is not God’s responsibility. Rather, evil is a privation (lack of) good.The way in 

which Adam and Eve misused their free will to disobey God and eat the apple from the tree 

of knowledge. This act brought about evil both in human nature and in the natural world. We 

all share in this evil due to original sin. Augustine argued that God could simply have left us in 

this state of sin but through his love and grace he sent his son to die for us. Therefore, those 

who choose to can turn back to God, repent, believe and  can be saved. 

St Irenaeus believed that humankind was not created perfect. God allows evil to exist 

because suffering is necessary for individuals to develop or complete their moral souls. Evil 
and suffering allow us to develop important moral virtues like charity, compassion, courage 
and generosity. God does not intervene in human affairs to prevent evil because that would 

mean interfering with free will.Hick developed Irenaeus’ theodicy, he argues that God created 
humans with the potential for spiritual growth. Hick believes that we are born with an 

epistemic (knowledge) distance  between ourselves and God. We are born in the image of 
God and through our encounters and response to evil we grow into the likeness of God. 
Original Sin: Catholics believe evil comes from the fall. Original sin means humans are born 

with the ability to commit acts of evil.
Life as a test: Many Christians believe life is a test. The story of Job demonstrates that 

humans will be judged on how we respond to suffering. This story also suggests that evil and 
suffering are beyond human understanding. We should accept God’s mysterious ways. We 
have to accept that we cannot comprehend the mind of God and God will never give us more 

suffering than we can deal with.
Suffering helps Christians understand Jesus: Jesus endured suffering to achieve a 

greater good. Suffering helps Christians be brought closer to Jesus and his suffering.
Muslim attitudes to evil:
Al-Qadr - everything happens because it is the will of God. Suffering is a part of God’s plan 

for humanity. All life is a test - actions and intentions are recorded by angels. A Muslim’s 
response to suffering will determine their fate on judgement day. Good can come from 

suffering and evil . Shaytan tempts people towards evil. 
‘O you who have believed, indeed, among your wives and your children are enemies to you, 
so beware of them.  But if you pardon and overlook and forgive - then indeed, God is 

Forgiving and Merciful.’

Problem of Evil and Suffering:

Christian attitudes to the problem of evil and suffering:
Free will is given by God. Humans find it easier to choose wrong 
but can choose good with the help of God. Lutheran and 

Calvinist Christians believe in predestination- God has already 
chosen who will reach salvation.

Muslim attitudes to the problem of evil and suffering:
Free will and Al-Qadr co-exist. Some Muslims believe God wrote 
down all that has happened and will happen on the preserved 

tablet. Ikitisab is the idea that although God knows the final 
outcome people merit responsibility for their own actions. God 

knowing the outcome of our actions is not the same as God 
causing us to act. Therefore, fate doesn’t exist.
Sunni and Shi’a Beliefs:

Sunni Muslims believe in the preserved tablet - God knows what 
will happen.

Shi’a Muslims reject predestination. They believe in Bada - God 
can alter the course of human history as he sees fit. God can 
change the destiny of a person , this change can be brought 

about by humans who can influence God through his/her 
actions.
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Issues of Human Rights : Human Rights & Social Justice  Key concepts:

Human Rights:

In 1948 the United Nations issued the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It

includes 30 articles.Countries that formally agree to the declaration are expected to

maintain each of the rights in their country. Amnesty International are a charity and

pressure group who campaign for those whose basic human rights are denied. They

do this through protest marches, writing letters to government, raising awareness

through the media, running educational events.

Social Justice:

Today people and agencies support people’s entitlement to human rights in order to

create social justice.

Individuals who campaign for Human Rights:

For many people their personal convictions cause them to campaign for human

rights and social justice and this often involves breaking the laws in their country.

For example, Malala Yousafzai, Martin Luther King & Oscar Romero.

Christian attitudes to human rights and social justice:

Dignity of human life:

Genesis reflects the importance of human life.

Christian practices to promote human rights - agape:

Selfless, unconditional love that voluntarily suffers inconvenience, without expecting

anything in return - agape - is that foundation of all the principles of Christian social

teaching.

Liberation Theology: God has the power to change situations in the world which are

unjust. Therefore, it is right to stand up against oppressive governments. Oscar

Romero was a supporter of liberation theology.

Muslim attitudes to human rights and social justice:

Muslims are obliged to oppose injustice and oppression. All Muslims teach the

dignity of each human life, this dignity is God given. As members of the ummah

Muslims are called to promote the welfare of the whole Muslim community. They do

this through giving zakah and sadaqah and by encouraging people to live a good life

and oppose inequalities.

Sources of Wisdom and Authority:
Genesis 1:26-27 26 Then God said, “Let us make mankind in our image,

in our likeness, so that they may rule over the fish in the sea and the birds

in the sky, over the livestock and all the wild animals, and over all the
creatures that move along the ground.” 27 So God created mankind in his

ow n image, in the image of God he created them; male and female he

created them.

Qur'an 5:32 Because of that, We decreed upon the Children of Israel that

whoever kills a soul unless for a soul or for corruption [done] in the
land - it is as if he had slain mankind entirely. And whoever saves

one - it is as if he had saved mankind entirely. And our messengers

had certainly come to them with clear proofs. Then indeed many of them,

[even] after that, throughout the land, w ere transgressors.

Example questions:
a) What is meant by social justice? (2)
b) Explain from two religions, or two different religious traditions, 

how personal convictions may conflict with the laws of a country. 
(8)

d) ‘Religious people should always stand up for human rights.’ 
Discuss. (15)

Keywords:                                                                                      
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Issues of Human Rights : Censorship, Prejudice & 

Discrimination

Key concepts:

Censorship:

In the UK and Europe there is freedom of religion unless the content is likely to incite

violence or discrimination. Advantages of censorship: It limits potential conflict.

People will disagree with each other and therefore this may lead to conflict between

groups. Some opinions and views are offensive and therefore, society should be

protected from them. For example, the Westboro Church.To prevent rumours or lies

spreading.To protect vulnerable members of society, for example children.

Disadvantages of censorship:Freedom of speech is a basic human right. People

should be allowed to state their beliefs in public. Ensures a wide range of opinions

can be heard and discussed.In some countries, the media is censored so only the

view of the government can be expressed.

Freedom of Religious Expression:

Religion can be expressed by wearing clothes, symbols and through worship. For

both Christians and Muslims telling people about their faith could be part of their

mission to evangelise. Some Christians feel this is their duty due to scripture. Others

believe they can witness to their faith through their words and deeds. Some people

believe that trying to convert others is disrespectful.

Religious Extremism:

There is a fine balance between freedom of speech & action and actions are speech

that are considered extreme. Extremist actions may occur because a person:

interprets religious scripture in a way that justifies their actions, they believe that

through their actions they will be rewarded in the afterli fe, influenced by friends or

family who act in a similar way, believe they are doing the work of God.

Christian attitudes to prejudice and discrimination:

All people were created by God, equal. Jesus’ example reflects the importance of

Christians treating all people as created by God e.g healing women and lepers.

Women in worship: Catholics believe only men can be ordained priests. In the NT

it says that women cannot teach or have authority over a man. However, some

churches now do ordain women and the first woman was ordained a bishop in 2015.

Sources of Wisdom and Authority:
Galatians 3:27-29 27 for all of you who were baptized into Christ have

clothed yourselves with Christ. 28 There is neither Jew nor Gentile,

neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in
Christ Jesus. 29 If you belong to Christ, then you are Abraham’s seed,

and heirs according to the promise.

Qur'an 5:8 O you who have believed, be persistently standing firm for

Allah, w itness in justice, and do not let the hatred of a people prevent you

from being just. Be just; that is nearer to righteousness. And fear Allah.
Indeed, Allah is [fully] aw are of what you do.

Qur'an 49:13 O mankind, indeed w e have created you from male and

female and made you peoples and tribes that you may know one another.

Indeed, the most noblest of you in the sight of Allah is the most righteous

of you. Indeed, Allah is Know ing and Aw are.

Keywords:                                                                                      

Muslim attitudes to prejudice and discrimination:
Negative discrimination is unjustified. T he ummah cr osses all gender, race and wealth boundaries.
On Hajj Muslims all wear Ihram to show they are equal before God. The same ar e used to cover

the bodies of the dead. Men and w omen have equally important different roles. Bei ng an Imam
has historically been a mal e rol e. In the Hadith there is mention of two of Muhammad’s wives

leadi ng prayer. In some Sunni sects women can lead other women i n prayer. In many countries

women have been active in campaigning for a women-led prayer movement.
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Issues of Human Rights : Racial Prejudice, Wealth & 

Poverty  

Key concepts:

Muslim attitudes towards racial prejudice:

Adam was made out of many different portions of soil of different colours. Suggests

that the descendents of Adam were destined to be as diverse as the soil. Diversity is

part of God’s plan for the world. The first muezzin was a former, black slave - Bilal.

The ummah is made up of Muslims of all races.

Christian attitudes towards racial prejudice:

Parables such as the good Samaritan promote the equality of all races. Jesus’ own

actions show how important it is to treat all races equally. The Church of England’s

Committee for Minority and Ethnic Anglican Concerns encourages minority ethnic

people to become part of the ministry of the church, support race awareness

initiatives.

Christian attitudes towards wealth and poverty:

A person’s value should be based on their actions not what they possess or how

much money they have. Christians should ask themselves ‘Is the job helping or

exploiting people?’ Many Christians are against gambling as this encourages a love

of money for its own sake. Jesus taught that wealth doesn’t make people happy and

can lead to greed. The Bible warns that money can take the place of God in a

person’s life. When a rich young man wanted to follow Jesus he was told to sell his

possessions and give the money to the poor. Some Christians today do the same.

The parable of the Sheep and Goats teaches that God will judge people based on

their treatment of the poor. The parable of the rich man and Lazarus teaches that

failure to help the poor will lead to a person going to hell and that scripture should be

studied carefully. You need to know about Christian Aid and their work.

Muslim attitudes towards wealth and poverty:

All wealth is a gift from God. Muslims have a duty to support others and care for

those in need. Some occupations are forbidden such as receiving interest on loan.

The Qur’an forbids gambling. Zakah is one of the five pillars. It should be given

through love not duty. There are other types of giving including khums - wealth tax

of 20% given by Shia’s, sadaqah - voluntary giving and zakat - ul-fitr - donation

given at the end of Ramadan. You need to know about Islamic Relief and their

work.

Sources of Wisdom and Authority:
Luke 16:19-31 The Rich Man and Lazarus 19 There was a rich man who was

dressed in purple and f ine linen and liv ed in luxury ev ery day . 20 At his gate was laid

a beggar named Lazarus, cov ered with sores 21 and longing to eat what f ell f rom the

rich man’s table. Ev en the dogs came and licked his sores. 22 “The time came when

the beggar died and the angels carried him to Abraham’s side. The rich man also

died and was buried. 23 In Hades, where he was in torment, he looked up and saw

Abraham f ar away , with Lazarus by his side.

Qur'an 2:177 Righteousness is not that y ou turn y our faces toward the east or the

west, but [true] righteousness is [in] one who believ es in Allah, the Last Day, the

angels, the Book, and the prophets and who giv es wealth, in spite of lov e for it, to

relativ es, orphans, the needy , the trav eller, those who ask [f or help], and f or f reeing

slav es; [and who] establishes pray er and giv es Zakah; [those who] f ulf il their promise

when they promise; and [those who] are patient in pov erty and hardship during battle.

Those are the ones who hav e been true, and it is those who are the righteous.

Example questions:

b) Describe w hy some religious believers agree w ith censorship. (5)

d) ‘It is up to you w hat you do w ith your money.’ Discuss (15)

c) From tw o religions, or tw o religious traditions, explain attitudes tow ards 
racial prejudice. (8)

Keywords:                                                                                      
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Question C (8)

Explain why Christians believe heaven is important. (8) 

Christians believe that heaven is a good place. In the Bib le it 
says that heaven is where God is and so this would make 
Christians want to go to heaven. Some Christians believe 

heaven is not a real place, they just think it is being with 
God. Heaven is also important because it makes a person 

want to please God and do good actions.

Knowledge and 

understanding.

Ref erence to sources 

of  wisdom & authority .

Understanding of  how belief  

inf luences indiv iduals.

In the Bible it says that heaven is 

where God is. Some Christians who 

interpret the Bible literally believe 

heaven is an actual place. Therefore, it 

is an important belief because getting 
to heaven will make Christians happy.

Christians also believe that to get to 

heaven you have to love your 

neighbour. Therefore, they would give 
money to charity.

For Christians heaven gives them 

hope that, as shown by Jesus, death is 

not the end. This is important because 
it gives Christians something to focus 

on when their lives are hard.

Heaven is described as eternity, in the presence of God. Christians 

who read the Bible literally believe heaven is an actual place. 

Whereas other Christians, may believe heaven is simply knowing and 

loving God. In the Bible it says that a Christian will see God ‘face to 

face.’  For this reason it is important because Christians believe that 

being with God will bring ultimate happiness.

Heaven is the ultimate aim for all Christians because it is a reward for 

good deeds. The parable of the goat and the sheep explains that 

Christians must ‘feed the hungry’  etc to get to heaven. Therefore, it is 

important because it motivates Christians to do good works.

Heaven is also important because it fulfils the promise that death is 

not the end. Christians have confidence in this promise because 

Jesus’  resurrection defeated death. This belief means that Christians 

have the hope that suffering on earth is only temporary.

Finally, heaven is important because it is written about in the Bible. 

Therefore, it is to be believed and trusted because it is in scripture.

Highly detailed explanation

Religious vocabulary used 

extensively and accurately.

Understanding of the diversity 
of the religious idea.



Answering a (d) question:
d) Discuss this statement showing that you have considered more 

than one point of view (you must refer to religion and belief in your 
answer).

N.B: ‘Belief ’ can also mean non-religious belief  and non-religious belief s can be (but don’t have to be) included in all 

(d) questions that lend themselv es to such a response.

HOWEVER, Qu. 2(d) in Route A of Component 1 ONLY (Life and Death) demands that specific non-religious 

beliefs are included. 

Agree Disagree

P........make a point

E........explain the point fully 

(include religious

vocabulary,  teachings and 

w here possible link to sources 
of w isdom and authority)

E.......evaluate the validity or 

strength of the

point

P........make a point

E........explain the point fully 

(include religious

vocabulary,  teachings and 

w here possible link to sources 
of w isdom and authority)

E.......evaluate the validity or 

strength of the point

Conclusion

In conclusion…..

There is no set number of arguments you should include in you 

answ er. Your argument does not have to be balanced. This means 

you don’t have to have the same number of arguments on each 

side.

P…. make a point

Christians/Muslims/ Humanists/Atheists/ Other people may agree/disagree w ith 

this statement because …

Another argument may be ….

Furthermore…..
Additionally…

Moreover…..

In contrast…..

Conversely...

Similarly...
Likew ise….

E…. explain the point fully

This means that …

This show s that ….

….because…

Due to this……
Christians/Muslims believe this because ….

E.......evaluate

This view  is w eak/strong because …

This argument is f law ed/sound because …

This argument is valid/invalid because …

This perspective is convincing/unconvincing because …
This view  can/cannot be easily challenged because...

You need to show detailed 

knowledge of  religion, religious 

teaching and moral reasoning.

This is y our opportunity  to 

f ormulate y our judgement on 

the statement.

You need to demonstrate a highly  

detailed ev aluation of  the issue.

Make sure y ou use religious 

v ocabulary  and sources of  

wisdom and authority  extensiv ely, 

accurately  and appropriately . 



(d) question mark scheme:

In question 2 (d) - Issues of Life and Death you must refer to a non-religious 
belief such as those held by humanists and atheists. 

Detailed explanation

Excellent ev aluation -

how conv incing is the 

argument?

Detailed knowledge of  

religion 

Detailed, justif ied 

conclusion

Excellent use of  

religious v ocabulary

Ref erence to sources of  

wisdom and authority  such as 

the 

Bible/Qur’an/Muhammad/Jesus

To achieve 
band 2 you 

must refer to 

more than one 
viewpoint. 



Model (d) answer

'Same sex marriage is unacceptable.' Discuss. (15)

Some traditional Christians may argue that same sex marriage is unacceptable 

because in the Bible God said 'Go forth and multiply'; same sex couples cannot do 

this. However, not all married heterosexual couples can have children either. 

Therefore, this is a weak argument because both homosexual and heterosexual 

marriages may be childless.

On the other hand, some liberal Christians may argue that agape is the most 

important consideration in Christianity. Joseph Fletcher would say 'do the most 

loving thing' and the most loving thing may be to allow people to marry whoever 

they like, irrespective of gender. This is a strong argument because it is founded 

in Christ's teaching of unconditional love.

However, to say homosexual marriages are acceptable for a Christian would 

appear to go against parts of the Bible and the tradition of the Church; in Leviticus 

it says '[a man] who lays with a man, is an abomination' and, as such, homosexual 

marriages were only allowed very recently. This raises complicated issues such 

as whether a person prioritises an interpretation of agape or a literal interpretation

of the Bible. It may be that the book of Leviticus, for example, was written at a 

time when humans lacked tolerance of difference. A traditional Christian may 

disagree with this because God said 'Heaven and earth will pass away, but my 

words will not pass away' which means God's words are always relevant.

There are different views, too, in Islam. Some Muslims believe that if a man 

approaches a man with lust instead of a woman, he goes beyond what is allowed; 

this is said in the Qu'ran and is therefore a strong argument because, for Muslims, 

the Qu'ran is without error. Therefore, same sex marriage would be unacceptable 

because sex between two people of the same sex is not 

permissible. Furthermore, for Muslims procreation is a purpose of marriage and 

because same sex couples should not have sex and are unable to procreate they 

are unable to fulfil a core purpose of marriage. However, LGBT Muslims may 

argue that one of Allah's names is 'The Merciful'. Therefore, Allah will love them 

for who they are as 'Allah loves diversity'.

In conclusion, in my opinion the statement is true if you take a traditional 

understanding of scripture; literal instead of metaphorical. This is because both 

the Bible and Qur’an state that same sex marriage is unacceptable. However, 

someone might disagree with me because Jesus said 'love your neighbour' and it 

could be said we do not show love by impeding freewill.

Reference to sources of w isdom 

and authority.

Evaluation

Detailed know ledge of 

diversity w ithin religions
Excellent use of  

religious v ocabulary

Detailed conclusion



Question command word/s Description Marks 

available

a What is meant by…

Define... With example.

Definition of a key term (linked to one of the eight 

key terms)
2

b Describe Demonstrate know ledge and understanding by 

describinga belief, teaching, practice, event etc.
5

c Explain how  ..

Explain w hy ..

Explain the main features 

of ..

Explain the 

importance/signif icance 

of ..

Demonstrate know ledge and understanding of a 

topic by explaining the statements made w ith 

reasoning and/or evidence 

Explain questions for qu.(c) in Component 1 

ONLY, ask for TWO RELIGIOUS perspectives. 

The two views can come from traditions WITHIN 

a religion OR from two different religions.

Non-religious beliefs are NOT appropriate here. 

8

d Discuss this statement 

show ing that you have 

considered more than 

one point of view  (you 

must refer to religion and 
belief in your answ er).

Demonstrate know ledge and understanding by 

evaluating a view  from more than one perspective.

‘Belief’ can also mean non-religious belief and non-

religious beliefs can be (but don’t have to be) 
included in all (d) questions that lend themselves to 

such a response.

HOWEVER, Qu. 2(d) in Route A of Component 1 

ONLY (Life and Death) demands that specific 

non-religious beliefs are included. 

15

GCSE Exam Questions


